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JADA planter

Design by
Pent Talvet
iseasi

The plant container Jada helps to create cozy green 
corners in the urban space. There are three different 
sizes to choose from, which allows you to approach 
the space flexibly and creatively.
The inside and frame of the plant container are  made 
of hot-dip galvanized and powder-coated steel sheet, 
which makes the product extremely resistant to 
moisture and various weather conditions. The natural 
charm and softness is added by the high-quality knot-
free wood boards on the outer sides.
With the Jada plant container, you can bring a piece of 
nature and warmth to even the coldest architecture.
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JADA planter

DIMENSIONS AND VARIATIONS

WOODMETAL INSTALLATION

EXTRAS

The wooden panels on the outer sides of the 
container are available in high-quality, knot-
free thermotreated ash and tropical wood.

Free-standing without permanent fix.

Anchored to a firm foundation.

Raised bottom container - 
for smaller and shallow planting depth 
plants.

The construction is made from hot-dip galvanized 
and powder coated sheet metal. The thickness 
of the zinc layer is 275 g/m², which meets the EN 
10346:2006 standard.

RAL recommendation by designer:

RAL 7016
+ graffiti 
protection

FEATURES

The Jada plant container is a great addition to beautify the entrance 
of a building or a street corner.

For plants with a shallow planting depth, you can choose an 
additional raised bottom container with a depth of 250 mm.

The construction with legs ensures a clean wooden surface and also 
makes the product easy to transport and place.

Holes in the bottom allow excess moisture to escape.

Also suitable for use with plant watering systems.

No visible fasteners on the surfaces. 

Fits both in the Jada modular set and independently with other 
products from the EXTERY collection.

EXTERY quality without compromise- harmonious design, carefully 
selected materials and engineering considered to the last detail.

Jada planter, large - JP01

RAL 9005 RAL 7039

Tropical wood Thermotreated
ash (oiled)
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Section A-A Section A-A, with container

Material marking in product code: a- 
thermotreated ash
t- tropical wood
B- raised bottom container

Example of the code use for the large 
container with tropical wood: JP01-B-t
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JADA planter

DIMENSIONS AND VARIATIONS

Jada planter, narrow - JP02

Jada planter, square - JP03
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JP01 + B JP02 + B JP03 + B

Material marking in product code:
a- thermotreated ash
t- tropical wood
B- raised bottom container

Example of the code use for the narrow 
container with tropical wood including 
the raised bottom container: JP02-B-t

Section A-A

Section A-A

Section A-A, with container

Section A-A, with container


